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The DUP is literally entirely at fault for the Irish Sea Border.

Its MPs held the balance of power when the crucial decisions were made, and cast

the defining votes which made sure there would be one.

Let us just remember...
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Shortly after the Referendum a DUP MP went on the radio to say there were no checks and the Norway-Sweden border.

He refused to apologise and accept this error even when he was shown pictures of the checks...
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Another DUP MP then *visited* the Norway-Sweden border and argued the UK-Ireland border could be just like it.

Again, she was told clearly that it would only be like it if the UK were as close to the EU as Norway is.

*She then cast votes to make sure it wouldn't be.*
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DUP MPs were then warned *during a parliamentary debate* that too great a distance from the EU could lead to food

shortages.

One literally replied: "We'll just go to the chippy".
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The DUP was also constantly warned that any regulatory border for goods would apply in the Irish Sea, because it is easier 

to apply these things where vehicles are already naturally stopped. Over and over and over again it was told this.
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Yet it then *literally cast the decisive votes* in the House of Commons to ensure there would be a customs frontier.

DUP MPs literally voted for this - and openly ignored or outright mocked those who warned what the consequences would

be.

There it is: "DUP delivery".
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